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Microvita are the mysterious

creative entities (cosmic

seeds) of life and matter in the

Universe. The theory of

microvita provides a unified

field, philosophy to provide

explanatory framework for the

mysteries of science regard-

ing origin of matter, origin of

life and evolution. This new

conceptual link between var-

ioys sciences needs scientif-

ic validation which may require

well advacned physical labo-

ratories as well as high devel-

oped conceptual minds.

Introduction 

Science is a specialized activ-

ity seeking to know the causal

laws underlying natural phe-

nomena. The knowledge

which it seeks is always ver-

ifiable and eminently useful.

Science in a broader sense is

that which teaches the prop-

er use of material things. It

should be for service and beat-

itude and always be utilized

for the proper progress of

human society. Unfortunately,

the modern science, despite

its innumerable spectacular

achievements, has not yet

fathomed the mysteries of

mind much less of con-

sciousness. The reason is that

science has an analytical

(reductionist) view point and

what is required is a synthet-

ic (holistic) mental stance.

Spirituality, on the other hand,

concerns  the  Supreme

Cognitive Principle based on

rationality. It is also a science

in itself, far advance than phys-

ical science, more subtle, pre-

cise, practical and synthetic in

nature1. 

In every scientific field, there

is a search for unity within the

diversity of observed phe-

nomena. Physicists are trying

to find a fundamental theory

of matter and energy – a uni-

fied field theory. Biologists are

searching for a unified theory

of evolution. Spiritualists in

their search are trying to expe-

rience the wholeness of

singleUniversal entity. So,  in

every field, scientists and spir-

itualists are trying to invade the

mysteries of this phenomenal

Universe in order to get one

final answer. In this search, the

unanswered questions are the

origin of matter, origin of life,

origin of Universe and evolu-

tion. Physicists and biologists

are working in this field to get

answer of these enigmatic

queries. In this diverse search

of matter, mind, life and evo-

lution, is there any scope of

unifying concept which imbibes

and explains all these ques-

tions and later on this concept

can be proved by developed

scienti f ic methods? The

answer is affirmative. The uni-

fying concept is theory of

microvita. It is a new scientif-

ic concept introduced by Shrii

P.R. Sarkar2 in 1986. 

It is perhaps the most unify-

ing ideas in physical and other

branches of science which

are existent and which are yet

to come.

Microvita - new science

Microvitum (Micro – Small,

Vitum – living) or in pleural

microvita as described by

Sarkar are "the entities or

objects which come within the

realm of both physicality and

psychic expression which are

smaller or subtler than atoms,

electrons or protons; and in

the psychic realm may be sub-

tler than ectoplasm or its extra-

psychic coverage, endo-

plasm."

Physicality 

Microvita are smaller than

electron on physical level and

smaller than ectoplasm (mind

stuff) on psychic level but they

are neither electron nor ecto-

plasm. They are in fact a sliv-

er line between matter and

mind (idea). If atom is the

constituent of matter, idea is

the constituent of Microvita In

other words, if matter main-

tains a close proximity to

microvita, maintains a close

proximity to idea. If atom is

powdered down then one can

get microvita, but if microvita

could be powdered down by

any means, one can get idea

Thus microvi ta are l ink

between matter and con-

sciousness.

As microvita are so small and

subtle entity it is not going to

be easy to demonstrate and

prove their existence with the

presently available laborato-

ry facilities. Therefore, we can

think of microvita for the time

being as a creative scientific

hypothesis till we get verifi-

cation of their existence sci-

entifically or intuitionally i.e. in

both physical and mental lab-

oratories. 

Basic characteristics

Microvita have all the charac-

teristics of living entity, like,

existence, multiplication,

mobility and death. By nature,

microvitum is more energy

than matter so it can travel and

move through inferences.

Microvitum, being the minut-

est entity or object, therefore,

it can’t have structure that of

an atom not it can have its

structural formula. They are the

creation of cosmic mind. They

are the mysterious emanations

of cosmic factor. 

They are conducive in physi-

cal, psychic and spiritual evo-

lution but not the original con-

troller. They are created by cos-

mic mind which in turn is an

evolutionary product of pure

consciousness. 

Categories of microvita

Microvita have been catego-

rized as per their density or

subtlety or depending on

nature of behaviour. 

A) Based on density or sub-

tlety 

First :  Crude variety 

These are the microvita com-

ing within the scope of per-

ception but requires a highly

developed microscope. The so

called ‘virus’ come under this

category which require a

sophisticated electron micro-

scope to perceive. However,

virus is a vague term, better

term will be microvitum.

Second : Subtle variety

This category of microvita are

subtler and therefore, not com-

ing within the scope of a per-

ception but coming within the

scope of perception as a result

of their expression or action-

al vibration. Here the physical

laboratory means will not be

helpful bur require a developed

intuitional mind. As the subtle

variety of microvita can move

in psychic sphere which is a

subtle region that exists in the

mind; they can move from one

mind to another and can carry

ideas from one mind to anoth-

er. A person who has a cer-

tain idea may be that idea was

brought to that person’s mind

by a microvitum from another

mind. It is therefore, possible

that an individual who can

control microvita will be able

to spread his ideas with the

help of microvita to the soci-

ety at large. 

Third : Subtler variety

These microvita are very sub-

tler and therefore not coming

within the scope of common

perception but coming within

the scope of a special type of

perception which is actually the

reflection of conception with-

in the periphery of perception.

It is perceived or known by only

persons with highly evolved,

spiritually oriented conceptu-

al minds.

These microvita exist at bor-

derline between the psychic

and spiritual space (psycho-

spiritual microvita). They influ-

ence human mind in such a

way that mind is attracted

towards spirituality. These

types of microvita have been

called luminous bodies. In

Indian traditional script, they

are also called as siddhas

(Devyoniis).

In short, crude variety of

microvita have their field of

activity in matter. They create

a stir within the physical struc-

ture and involved in emana-

tions of life throughout the

cosmos. Subtle variety, on the

other hand, functions within the

world of perception through

inferences like sound, touch,

form, taste and smell. They

directly function within the

subtler realm of human mind.

B) Based on nature

Microvita based on nature can

be categorized into positive,

negative and neutral or ordi-

nary. As microvita are com-

posed of both ectoplasm and

matter, positive microvita are

having more mind than mat-

ter while negative microvita are

of more matter than mind. 

Positive microvita 

They are pro-ectoplasmic

meaning thereby, they are of

more ectoplasm than matter.

They start their functioning

first in the mental level then

filters down towards physical

matter. They are beneficial to

the human beings and help in

their spiritual elevation. They

move more freely in both the

physical and psychic arenas

and barely touch the border

of spiritual world. But they

cannot enter the spiritual world

(fig. 3). They don’t spread by

natural means but by spe-

cially created waves.

Negative microvita

These microvita are pro-mate-

rialistic, having more matter

than mind (Ectoplasm). They

start functioning in matter and

moves toward the mind. They

move only in the area of phys-

icality and just touch on the

psychic arena; but can not

enter the psychic world (Fig.

3). They are detrimental to

human beings and spread on

their own by natural forces. 

Fig. 3: Field of activity of

microvita

Most of the viral diseases for

example ,  A IDS,  SARS,

Dengue, Chickenguniya,

Swine flu, bird flu, hepatitis etc.

are the diseases caused by

negative microvita and not by

virus as thought of. 

Positive and negative microvi-

ta maintain a balance in this

world. Whenever the collec-

tive strength of Negative

microvita exceed Positive

microvita, the world moves

towards degeneration. When

positive microvita are in excess

of negative microvita, a         spir-

itual revolution occurs. At pre-

sent, we are in the phase of

degeneration. Only the col-

lective strength of positive

microvita can save us. Shrii

Sarkar emphasizes that “we

are to invite positive microvi-

ta for our all-round progress

and all-round elevation and to

denounce the advancement of

negative microvita because it

is detrimental to the cause of

sweet and beautiful Universe”.

For that matter, to increase

positive microvita, we have to

chose strictly sanctified food

(Sa`tvik A`ha`r), Good com-

pany (Satsang), Good books

and literature (Sva`dhyaya),

Good songs (Bhajan) and

devotional chanting (Kiirtan). 

In ancient times, the Indian

sages described different

species or entities which fit

Sarkar ’s  descr ip t ion  o f

Microvita. These are seven

types of Devayonii (Positive

Microvita), seven types of

Pretayonii (Negative Microvita)

and types of Gandhyakshinii

(Neutral Microvita). Therefore,

the basic concept of microvi-

ta is not new but has a histo-

ry. Shrii P.R. Sarkar has mod-

ernized the ancient tradition-

al knowledge and put in a sci-

entific context. It is in real

sense a synthesis of modern

and ancient wisdom, a syn-

thesis of science and spiritu-

ality. 

Movement of Microvita

Microvita have remarkable

mobility. They move through-

out the entire universe from

one celestial body to another.

They move everywhere, cross-

ing the boundaries of nebu-

lae, piercing through milky

ways, galaxies, stars, satel-

lites, planets and meteors,

without caring for the atmos-

pheric conditions like tem-

perature and pressure. They

move through a medium or

media. They move through

inferences (Tanma`tra`s) of

smell, taste, visual forms, touch

and sound. The most subltle

microvita move through the

media of idea. 

Physics and science of

microvita

Physics describes funda-

mental entities of matter as

waves and particles. Some

experiments treat them like

waves while other experiments

like particle. For example elec-

tron is considered to be both

as a wave and a particle and

so also the photon. Microvita

can also be considered as both

wave and particle

Everything in this world is

moving and therefore, has

certain rhythm, wavelength

and vibration and so also

microvita. By the movement

of microvita, fundamental par-

ticles of physics like electron

and photon are created. When

millions of microvita are mov-

ing together they would orga-

nize their own energy to cre-

ate the fundamental particles. 

As per atomic physics, pho-

ton of light has certain spin,

moves in certain direction and

also have a certain wave-

length. 

When something that has a

certain spin and direction, it

actually creates a shape as a

spiro or a helix. Sarkar has also

described microvita in a spiro

movement. If the spiro mov-

ing microvita didn’t move in a

straight line but turned into a

curve and close upon them-

selves and continue to circu-

late their energies in a closed

form then that entity created

would be a particle.

Therefore, matter would be

created when a spiro moving

group of microvita move in a

closed form. Those microvita

would then be called an elec-

tron or a photon. Interestingly,

microvita in the sub-atomic par-

ticles could create their wave

length which is observed in

physics experiments as ghost

effect. This needs further

research3. 

Microvita – the intelligent

organizers of energy

Microvita are more of energy

than matter. They have qual-

ities of energy but they are not

the same as energy. Both

energy and microvita are

active. The effect of energy is

in physical plane, it is a blind

force, must be directed by

intelligence, indestructible but

transferable. The effect of

microvita is in physico-psychic

plane, they have a con-

sciousness and behave with

a type of intelligence, they can

live and die, non transferable

and cannot be interchanged.

In a nutshell one can desig-

nate microvita as “Intelligent

organizers of energy”.

Atoms,  Electrons and

Microvita

A t o m s ,  E l e c t r o n s  a n d

Microvitum all are the small

entities with a difference. Atom

is the smallest possible parti-

cle which retains its chemical

properties. Electron is the

small physical entity, a hypo-

thetical statistical cloud around

atom. It is light in weight and

carries a negative charge

(Negatorn, e-). Microvitum is

of different order, smaller than

electron. It doesn’t have an

internal structure. It is more

energy than matter and move

through inferences.

Origin of Life

Life is not explained scientif-

ically. How it came into exis-

tence? The current theory tells

that life evolves from carbon

atoms and molecules. The

carbon molecule is the basis

of every protoplasmic struc-

ture. But as per the theory of

microvita, the root cause of life

is not the unicellular protozoic

or unit protoplasmic cell nor

carbon atoms or carbon mol-

ecules but this unit of microvi-

tum. If one considers microvi-

ta as the fundamental orga-

nizers of energy; then microvi-

ta also organize atoms and

molecules into the smallest liv-

ing structure which we call life.

In fact, the carbon atom itself

is constituted of millions of

microvita. The theory of

microvita can really throw light

on the different facts of cre-

ation of matter and life. This

is one are of research that unify

different areas of knowledge. 

Creation of matter / Origin of

Universe – a scientific view

Scientifically, the question,

how matter first came into

existence still remain unan-

swered. The most popular the-

ory was Big Bang theory sug-

gesting that Universe was cre-

ated out of nothing and came

into existence like an explo-

sion. However, it is not logical

to think. How can something

come out of nothing? 

The recent experiment on

‘Higgs-Boson’ or ‘God particle’

is also not the right way. The

term ‘God’ in ‘God particle’ is

a vague and it is not wise and

even meaningless to connect

Him to only one thing specif-

ically. In fact, they are virtual

particles with a mean life time

of 10-22 sec4.

Creation of Matter / Origin

of Universe – A spiritualist

view

Science of spirituality desig-

nates Universe as a projec-

tion or transformation of

Cosmic Consciousness.

Consciousness using its cre-

ative power, transforms itself

into Cosmic mind, which in turn

transforms part of itself into the

physical world. It may come

out as a burst or an explosion

but has to come from some-

thing (Fig.4).

Fig.4: Cosmic cycle of cre-

ation

So, this is the contribution, spir-

itual philosophy can make to

modern science, to show that

you can’t get something from

nothing even if you are talk-

ing about the Or ig in of

Universe. The most important

thing of spiritual philosophy of

cosmic cycle of creation is, that

it shows, that matter comes

out of consciousness (cosmic

mind) and unit mind is evolved

from matter. Microvita are the

creation of cosmic mind and

instrumental in the creation of

matter and mind5,6. 

The theory of microvita there-

fore, throw light on the differ-

ent unknown facts of creation

of matter and life and because

of their movement through the

entire universe, they can

spread life.  This is how life

has spread through the

Universe and reached the

earth. It is not by a random

evolution of a primordial soup.

It is the microvita, which are

participating in organizing car-

bon molecules into living

beings and spreading life

everywhere. This is one area

of research that unify differ-

ent areas of knowledge. 

Microvita – for human wel-

fare

The theory of microvita has

immense potentialities in

applying for human welfare.

The field of chemistry, bio-

chemistry, biology, commerce,

pharmco-chemistry, biotech-

nology and pyro-technology

will undergo a revolutionary

change and they can be

applied for betterment of liv-

ing beings. What is required

is extensive research in this

field.

Social environment can be

improved with the application

of Neohumanistic education.

It will be further uplifted if the

science of microvita (microvi-

tology) is incorporated on this

education system; where by

density of positive microvita

may be increased by inclusion

of concept of sentient food, the

effulgent of good company, the

impact of good literature on the

mind and wisely selection of

music, lyrics and devotional

chanting in the curriculum

along with timely incorporation

of Yogic postures and spiritu-

al meditation practice to the

young masses. The imple-

mentation of neohumanistic

education with microvitology

will definitely bring heaven on

this dusty earth. 

- Dr. S.K. Verma,  M.D.,

Ph.D., D.Sc.

Science of Microvita : A New Paradigm

Kashish Sodhi

from part 4 :

She couldn’t resist herself. She went running. Running towards Abhay. Abhay couldn’t realise what actually happened. Kritika

ran into him, and held him so tight in the middle of the market. Within a minute, people were adoring their presence. One of

the guys actually dropped off his chocolate bar. This was really romantic and special.

A typical ‘Awww’ moment.

(Phone rings!!!!!)

Kritika Calling…

Abhay immediately stood up from his virtual time machine and …

“Where the hell have you been? I have been trying the whole night.” (Abhay)

“Liar. Anyway I slept. Something important to discuss? I’m getting late for my office.” (Kritika)

“Now don’t be too smart to avoid things. I’m sorry. I wasn’t ready for it so instantly. I’ve been thinking about us all night, recol-

lected our school days back then. See Kritika, I know I acted weird, let you go last night but understand it. There was a time

when I finally accepted that we are not meant to be.”

“Hmm..So now what?”

“Now, leave for your office and I’ll come to pick you up in the evening. Cool?”

“Yeah!”

Kritika knew that very moment that something romantic was about to come her way real soon. She went to her office happily,

waiting for the time to pass by. Waiting for Abhay.

(in the evening)

“Where are you taking me Abhay?” (Full of surprise)

“Do you remember my proposal?”

“Oh yes! It was so beautiful” (Kritika recalls the whole scene, her eyes are full of stars)

“Ready for Déjà vu?”

“You’re not serious tell me?” (couldn’t resist her smile off)

“I am 100% serious”

Abhay took her to the La Patio. Kritika is excited to see the rooftop, table for two in the middle of it and people welcoming the

couple with great joy. Abhay escorts her to the table, pulls the chair and was on his knees the very moment.

“Kritika, its like a dream to have you in Mumbai, to have you by my side. There was a time I actually realized that you are just

a dream to me but some stories are meant to happen. Some goodbyes are meant to be the call of a next meet. We are lucky

to be part of the ‘some’. Without wasting any time, Will you marry me Ms. Kritika?” (Abhay, puts a gorgeous silver ring in front

of her)

“Idiot! Yes, I will. I won’t leave you this time. I love you.” (Kritika took the ring and replied with tears in her eyes)

*claps* *claps*

The whole restaurant clapped after seeing the beautiful scene. They drank some wine, ate their favorite Italian food and

tipped the waiters heavily that day. A beautiful day to remember for both of them and certainly a romantic vibe for the audi-

ence there.Kritika and Abhay moved in. They finally started to live together. What they both had left a long time ago, began

again from the same point. Kritika spoke to her parents and Abhay to his. Abhay’s parents were happy to know his decision of

marriage. They wanted to meet Kritika.

Kritika’s parents though were a bit annoyed. They were not at all ready for a love marriage. Abhay and Kritika both had a

heavy task on their shoulders — to convince Kritika’s parents. Kritika met Abhay’s parents. They spent a good time together

and not to forget they were adviced by Abhay’s parents regarding how to convince Kritika’s parents.

4 months later ..

A card drops in my mailbox.

‘ABHAY weds KRITIKA’

I remember how Abhay used to be around us and around Kritika. He is a gentleman for sure but he is a kind lover too. All

these 7 years he waited for Kritika. Even though he knew that they had parted their ways long back, but the dream of having

her was always inside. This is not a story of a guy being mad behind a girl, it’s a story of love. Love which is destined, a love

which had several goodbyes but none was the last. Kritika accepted her mistakes, that’s why God helped her to meet his true

love. If she hadn’t be apologetic to Abhay, she could never have her name on the wedding card.

So readers, its a decent story of two hearts becoming one but the message is simple and loud enough. Love the person you

are with, cherish him forever if he respects you and cares a lot for you. There may be a road full of obstacles in your way but

remember not all goodbyes are the sign of and end, maybe they are a sign of you and your partner starting again.

.......... end

An Incomplete Goodbye - V

Fig. - 3

Fig. - 4
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